HOW TO USE THE
CSA CREATION LENDING LIBRARY

Audiovisuals from the Lending Library are available without charge on a free-will offering basis. To order materials write, call, e-mail or come to the lending library. Please send at least $1.50 to cover the postage and handling on each item ordered. Contributions over and above postage costs will be used to enhance the library and other CSA services. **Please return all items within 5 days.**

DONATIONS of audio-tapes, slides, etc. and/or books on creation/evolution topics are gladly accepted to enhance our services and resources.

DVDS:

**ALIENS, UFO’S AND THE BIBLE: ARE WE ALONE IN THE UNIVERSE** – by Gary Bates (65 min) There are hundreds of UPO sightings. Are they alien spacecraft? What do we really know about this phenomenon?

**THE ALTERNATIVE: CREATION'S COMPETITIVE EDGE** – by Dr. Robert Carter (47 min). Do you want to reach your culture with the gospel? Then you’d better be prepared to give them an ALTERNATIVE! Get equipped and defend your faith against some of the most pressing excuses for rejecting Christianity.

**ARTISTIC APE ANECDOTES: The Art of Deception** – by Dr. Don Batten (37 min). Shows that the claimed 'apeman' fossils by the Smithsonian do not match the facts, and that the fossils better fit a post-flood dispersion of apes and man.

ASTRONOMY: WHAT YOUR AREN’T BEING TOLD ABOUT OUR SOLAR SYSTEM Volume 1 – by Spike Psarris (106 min - 2009) Recent discoveries in space support the Biblical account. Each planet in our Solar System defies evolutionary model. Many planets and moons appear to be young, not billions of years old. Plus show evidence of design not random processes. (Excellent)

**ASTRONOMY: WHAT YOUR AREN’T BEING TOLD ABOUT OUR CREATED STARS AND UNIVERSE** Volume II – by Spike Psarris (63 min – 2012. Recent discoveries show that stars and galaxies defy the evolution model in multiple ways. Plus, these objects show evidence of design, not random chance processes.

**BIBLICAL GEOLOGY: Properly Understanding the Rocks** – by Dr. Tas Walker, geologist (36 minutes) Shows how Genesis account of the worldwide Flood gives the best explanation for the rock layers that we see today.

**CASE FOR A CREATOR** – Lee Strobel (60 min). Based on New York Times bestseller, this is a remarkable film with mind-stretching discoveries from cosmology, cellular biology, DNA research, astronomy, physics, etc. leading to the Creator.

**CHEMICALS TO LIVING CELL: FANTASY OR SCIENCE?** – by Dr. Jonathan Sarfati (57 min) This Ph.D. chemist shows how the laws of real chemistry prevent non-living chemicals from arranging themselves into living cells.

**CLIMATE CHANGE AND CREATION** – by John Mackay (60 min) Is man causing global warming? Does the Bible speak about global warming? A picture of the world’s weather from the Word of the Creator who was there.

**COSMOS CREATED AND YOUNG:** - by Dr Russell Humphries (116 min. Approximately 4 – 30 minute sessions) Part 1 – Startling information that supports young age of the earth. Examples: galaxies, comets, supernovas, ocean sediments, sea salt, planet magnetic fields, fresh dinosaur bones, undecayed DNA, stone-age graves, and the shortness of history.

Part 2 - Even the minority of dating methods which, at first sight, give ages up to a billion years, upon closer examination give ages of only thousands of years.

Part 3 – Evidence that we are near the center of the universe, which is contrary to the big bang theory.

Part 4 – Starlight and Time. Explanation for how light from distant stars reach the earth within a few thousands of years.

**CREATED COSMOS** - designed by Dr. Jason Lisle (23 minutes) Creation Museum planetarium presentation journeys through the solar system to the edge of the known universe to discover the magnitude of our universe and its Creator.
CREATION ASTRONOMY: Viewing the Universe through Biblical Glasses – by Dr Jason Lisle (36 min) When the evidence is properly understood, it supports the Biblical view of a supernaturally created universe only thousands of years ago versus from a ‘big bang’ billions of years ago.

CREATION & COSMOLOGY – by Dr. Danny Faulkner (63 minutes) Dissects flaws in past and current big bang models. Shows how the big bang model is insufficient to explain the universe as we see it today.

CREATION MUSEUM COLLECTION by Answers in Genesis. Visitors to the Creation Museum are “blown away” by the quality of the video presentations they view while there. Now, you can watch these informative videos from the comfort of your own home. Series of six DVDs, each with a series of short video presentations from 2 – 15 minutes, that would be good for devotionals in group meetings.

1. Heaven & Earth – Our Creator’s marvelous work. (18 min)
   a. Natural Laws (1:52)    e. Plants (2:28)
   b. Building Blocks (1:49) f. Sun (2:32)
   c. A Habitable Planet (2:12) g. Solar System (1:26)
   d. DNA (2:07)      h. Stars (2:17)

2. Six Days & Other Biblical Perspectives (27 min)
   b. Six Days (4:40)         f. Methuselah’s Tale (1:51)
   c. What is a Day (6:33)    g. Babel (2:28)
   d. Dominion (2:04)         h. Scopes Trial (2:17)

3. Life (25 min) – How utterly amazing is life
   b. Creator Clearly Seen (4:38) g. Communities (2:08)
   c. Common Designer (2:48) h. Chameleons (2:04)
   d. Eyes (2:19) i. Backyard Variety (2:32)
   e. Designed for Flight (2:28)

4. Flood Geology (29 min) – Is there evidence for Noah’s Flood?
   a. Flood Initiation (1:49) f. Coal (2:57)
   b. The Present Is No the g. Canyons (2:56)
   Key to the Past (2:51) h. Rapid Speciation (3:21)
   c. Mount St. Helens (2:58) i. Distribution of Plants &
   d. Rock Layers (3:34) j. Ice Age (3:27)
   e. Fossilization (2:17)

5. Dinosaurs (14 Min) – Did dinosaurs ever live with man?
   a. Dinosaurs & Dragon Legends (11:00)
   b. Fossil Dig Site (3:10)

6. The Last Adam (33 min) - All things will be made new.
   a. The Last Adam (15:36) c. Life Issues (3:40)
   b. Names of God (13:26)

CREATION SCIENCE EVANGELISM SEMINAR by Dr. Kent E. Hovind. His humorous, fact-filled video series is exciting and easy to understand for all ages.

1. Age of the Earth – evidence for young earth and original creation. Refutes Gap Theory and Big Bang Theory.
2. The Garden of Eden – What was the Garden of Eden like? What about cavemen, and long life-spans before the Flood. Why were plants and animals so big in the past?
3. Dinosaurs and the Bible – Deals with dinosaurs in history, the Bible and in the world today.
4. Lies in the Textbooks – What is in the textbooks? Are public school students being taught false information? See how outdated and false information is being used to support evolution.
5. Dangers of Evolution – What difference does it make whether you believe creation or evolution? Has evolution contributed to communism, socialism, nazism, abortion, liberalism, and New Age movement?
6. The Hovind Theory – Where did the water from the Flood go? Where does the Ice Age fit in the Bible? How long to form the Grand Canyon? Continental drift, frozen mammoths and other questions.

CREATURES DO CHANGE: But It’s Not Evolution. How Natural Selection Supports the Bible by Dr Don Batten (48 min) See how mutations and natural selection contradict evolution, and how microbes-to-microbiologists evolution is impossible.

CREATION EVANGELISM; Sharing Your Faith by Dr David Catchpoole (60 min) Are you friends disinterested in Christianity? This motivational DVD will help impact your non-Christian friends with the ‘power’ of creation evangelism.

CREATION: NOT CONFUSION by Gary Bates (86 min) In this fast-paced presentation, Gary demonstrates how beliefs about where we came from determine our overall worldview, our behavior, and where we think we go when we die.

DARWIN’S DILEMMA: The Mystery of the Cambrian Fossil Record – Documentary explores the great mystery of the geologically-sudden “Cambrian Explosion” of dozens of major complex animal types in the fossil record without any of the gradual transitional steps Charles Darwin had predicted. The appearance of these new animal types required massive increases in genetic information, which points unmistakably to foresight, purpose, and intelligent design. (72 min)

DARWIN: THE VOYAGE THAT SHOOK THE WORLD (54 minutes) In this documentary, it retraces Charles Darwin’s voyage in detail, examining his findings and remarkable conclusions in contrast with modern knowledge, all interwoven with scholars, scientist, and Darwin experts who share insightful perspectives on the controversy caused by Darwin.
THE DATING GAME: Rocks, Fossils, and the Record of Time by Dr Emil Silvestru (53 min) - Look at some geological features used to ‘read time’ and hear how they whisper “The earth is young!”

DESIGN IN ASTRONOMY by Dr. Danny Faulkner (56 min) - Shows that the Earth is uniquely and specially created for life among all the planets in the solar system, and all of the 100’s of recently discovered planets orbiting other stars.

DID NEANDRATHALS AND MODERN HUMANS SHARE A COMMON GENE POOL? by Dr. David Dewitt (56 minutes) - Show that Neanderthals were descended from the same gene pool as Adam’s other descendants.

DINOSAUR BY DESIGN – by Dr. David Menton (50 min) - Overwhelming evidence is presented that dinosaurs were the special creation of a Master Designer a few thousand years ago. Learn what the Bible teaches about dinosaurs (50 min)

DISTANT STARLIGHT: Not a Problem for a Young Universe – by Dr. Jason Lisle (47 minutes) - How does light from stars billions of light year away reach the earth within the indicated biblical timescale of thousands of years?

DOES BIOLOGY MAKE SENSE WITHOUT DARWIN? – by Dr. David Menton (56 min). It is often claimed that nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution. Examining evolutionist claims about the eye, the origin of feathers, and human hair, Dr. Menton shows that the answer to the question is an emphatic yes!

DYNAMIC LIFE: Changes in Living Things – by Dr. Carl Wieland (47 min). The examples often used to support evolution actually contradict evolution. Natural selection and mutations actually support the biblical framework of Genesis.

EVOLUTION CONTROVERSY – by Dr. David Menton - The best evidences for design in nature are summarized leaving no doubt that our world and its fascinating creatures are clearly God’s handiwork, and refuting evolution. (60 min)

EVOLUTION: The Grand Experiment – Episode One: The Quest for an Answer – by Dr. Carl Werner (58.5 min) - A challenge from another college student to examine the evidence for evolution lead to a 30yr quest, and a 12yr journey covering 160,000 miles, 7 countries, 3 continents, 60 natural history museums, 10 fossil dig sites, and 60,000 photographs. Presents overview of main components of evolution theory (fossil record, natural selection, the origin of life, mutations, DNA, adaptations) and the evidence that each is inadequate to explain/support evolution.

EVOLUTION’S ACHILLES’ HEELS – (96 min) Amazing documentary with 15 PhD scientists who explain evolution’s fatal flaws in areas claimed to be its greatest strengths.

EXPELLED: No Intelligence Allowed – by Ben Stein (95 min) - Big Science has expelled smart ideas from the classroom. Educators and scientists are being ridiculed, denied tenure, and even fired – for merely believing that the might be evidence of “design” in nature.

EYES HAVE IT – by Dr. David Menton. (50 minutes) - Magnificently designed, the human eye is ‘Exhibit A’ for creationists. This fascinating lecture by a medical school professor is a powerful rebuttal to evolutionary beliefs.

FEARFULLY & WONDERFULLY MADE – by Dr. David Menton (63 minutes) - Powerfully explains from anatomical science and biology the truth of Psalm 139:13-16 that says God weaves us together in the womb.

FORMED TO FLY - by Dr. David Menton (61 minutes) - Powerfully shows that scales and feathers are radically different as are the physical characteristics of reptiles and birds. Therefore birds could never have evolved from reptiles.

FOUR POWER QUESTIONS To Ask Evolutionists - by Mike Riddle (50 minutes) - Each question leads an evolutionist to understand that their position relies on faith, not on empirical science. Then how each question can lead to the gospel, and effectively witness.

GENESIS DEBATE – Dr. Willis, an evolutionary paleontologist, atheist, and ‘Skeptic of the Year’ who rejects anything supernatural debates Dr. Wieland, founder of Creation Magazine, & a believer in literal Genesis. (105 min)

GENESIS, BABEL, AND THE CHINESE LANGUAGE - By Dr. Andy McIntosh (55 min) - Reveals astonishing findings that show biblical events recorded within the written language of ancient China actually took place including the construction and dispersion of the Tower of Babel.

GEOLOGIC EVIDENCES – For Very Rapid Strata Deposition in the Grand Canyon – Dr. Steve Austin. (57 minutes) - In the Grand Canyon, the strata, fossils, faults, erosion and volcanoes reveal the catastrophic Noah’s Flood.

GEOLGY: A BIBLICAL VIEW OF THE AGE OF THE EARTH – series by Dr. Andrew Snelling (about 55 min each)

1. The Flood: The “Big Picture” of Its Mechanism and Resulting Evidences – Presents several lines of evidence that both confirm the Flood, and are inexplicable by evolutionary models.

2. Noah’s Flood and the Earth’s Age: Crucial Apologetics for Reaching Today Global Culture – Uncovers failed attempts of evolutionists to account for millions of years of earth history and points to the true biblical age of the earth.

3. Radioactive and Radiocarbon Dating of Rocks & Fossils – Examines the assumptions behind radiometric dating and equips viewers with information to counter the anti-biblical arguments.

5. **Grand Canyon: Testimony to the Biblical Account of Earth History** – Explains the formation of the canyon in light of Noah’s Flood, not slow and gradual processes caused by the tiny Colorado River.

**GEOLOGY AND CAVE FORMATIONS: A Post Flood Story** – by Dr Emil Silvestru (70 min) As a leading expert on the subject, he explains how a recent worldwide Genesis Flood explains cave formations. His research smashes the popular belief that caves took millions of year for form.

**GLOBAL TECTONICS AND THE FLOOD: Putting the Pieces Together** – by Dr John Baumgardner (36 minutes) Examines how catastrophic plate tectonics could have been a major mechanism in the Genesis Flood model.

**GLOBAL WARMING – Emerging Science & Understanding** (by Sovereignty International); Brings balance and perspective to the global warming debate. Dozens of respected scientists explain the emerging science about global warming. (51 min) Lesson 1 – Overview of past climate, data errors, CO2/temperature correlation, huge effect of water vapor & clouds. Lesson 2 – UN Panel on Climate Change, CO2 and warming do not match, violent storms and hurricanes. Lesson 3 – Melting ice caps & flooding, role of the sun, importance of CO2, true nature of science

**GLOBAL WARMING: A scientific and biblical expose of climate change.** This bold new documentary is an exciting and important tool for all who face the rampant misinformation propagated by ecological alarmists. (48 min) Produced by Coral Ridge and Answers in Genesis.

**GOD OF WONDERS: Explores the Wonders of Creation, Conscience, and the Glory of God** – A breathtaking tour of God’s creation wonders, visible and invisible, and the greatest wonder of all – His redeeming love. (85 min)

**THE HIGH-TECH CELL: The Complexity of the Genome Defies Evolution** – by Dr. Robert Carter (49 min) New revelations about how it works is nothing short of astounding. It is a four-dimensional computer.

**HOW DARWIN GOT IT WRONG** by Dr John Stanford (53 min) Darwinism is the ruling paradigm of the scientific community. Yet Darwin was limited in his understanding of today’s modern scientific discoveries, and how this led to seven major fundamental mistakes on his part.

**HOW WELL DESIGNED WAS NOAH’S ARK** – by Dr. Werner Gitt (36 min) Shows that the biblical ark design were optimal for both stability and efficient use of materials. Discover that childrens’ book ark images are highly unstable.

**HUBBLE, BUBBLE: BIG BANG IN TROUBLE** – by Dr. John Hartnett (57 minutes) Dr. Harnet argues persuasively against the Big Bang and the reliability of redshifts as demonstrated by quasars that are not massive objects at edge of the universe, but ejected from mature galaxies nearby.

**ICE AGE: Only the Bible Explains It** – by Michael Oard (63 Minutes) Examines the evidence and secular theories, and shows that only the Bible sufficiently explains the mechanism necessary to produce and sustain the Ice Age.

**IN THE BEGINNING WAS INFORMATION** – by Dr. Werner Gitt (53 minutes) This information specialist shows that coded information in DNA can only come from an intelligent designer, the God of the Bible. (Excellent)

**IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ACTION: Our Galaxy is at the Center of the Universe** by Dr. John Hartnett (40 min) Big bang cosmology/philosophy says there is no unique center, but evidence for our galaxy being at the center implies design and gives new meaning to “The heavens declare the glory of God”.

**INHERENTLY WIND: a Critique of the Hollywood History of the Scopes Trial** – by Dr. David Menton (74 minutes)

‘JUNK’ DNA Is Not Junk – by Dr. David DeWitt (56 minutes) Shows how supposedly useless ‘junk’ DNA left over from millions of years of evolution actually has been proven to have many essential roles.

**LIFE’S STORY – The One That Has Not Been Told** – (56 minutes) What does the building block of life, DNA, teach us about evolution? That evolution is impossible. Genetic research and the story of life itself refutes evolution.

**LIVING FOSSILS - EVOLUTION: The Grand Experiment – Episode Two**; by Dr. Carl Werner (53 min) If the core concepts of evolution theory presuppose change over time, then how can living fossils exist for millions of years remaining unchanged? Why are fossilized organisms that look identical to modern organisms given different names? Why are fossils that are contradictory to evolution not displayed?

**LUCY, SHE’S NO LADY: a Credible Critique of the Supposed Ancestor of Man** – by Dr. David Menton (58 min)

**MAMMOTH & THE ICE AGE** – by Michael Oard (50 min) Why do we find frozen wholly mammoths and mammoth bones all over Siberia? What suddenly killed them? You will be captivated as scientist Michael Oard unravels the baffling mystery of the Ice Age that followed the Biblical Flood.

**MIGRATION AFTER THE FLOOD: How Plants and Animals Spread Around the World So Quickly** – by Dominic Statham (50 min) If evolution were true, plants and animals are not found where we would expect them to be, but biogeography supports the biblical account of earth history.

**MITOCHONDRIAL EVE AND THE 3 “DAUGHTERS” OF NOAH: Human Genetic Data Fits the Bible Better than Evolution** – by Dr. Rob Carter (37 min) The Bible records three historical biblical “main events” that would have left an indelible mark on our genetic makeup: Creation, the
Flood, and the Tower of Babel. Exciting research in modern genetics actually underlines the reality of these events.

**THE MYSTERY OF OUR DECLINING GENES:** Startling Data for Recent Creation in our DNA – by Dr. John Sanford (49 min). Traces the history of human genetic decline due to mutations refuting conventional dates for alleged human evolution.

**OUR CREATED MOON** – by Dr. Don Young (39 min). Displays the latest discoveries of astronomy and lunar science to analyze flawed views of the moon’s origin. In this illustrated presentation he shows that the moon could only have been placed in its orbit by the Creator, not blind chance.

**PLANETARY CATACLYSM:** Plate tectonics modeling, astounding new insights into Noah’s Flood – by Dr. John Baumgardner (55 min) Using computer simulated modeling, the evidence is compelling causing many to reconsider their conventional views of plate tectonics.

**PRIVILEGED PLANET: The Search For Purpose in the Universe** - Through stunning computer animation, interviews with leading scientists, and spectator images of Earth and the cosmos, The Privileged Planet explores a startling connection between our capacity to survive and our ability to observe and understand the universe. (60 minutes) Excellent

**RADIOISOTOPES & THE AGE OF THE EARTH** - by Steven Austin. ICR research on radioisotope dating. (38 min.)

**RIDDLE OF ORIGINS SERIES** – by Mike Riddle
1. **Creation/Evolution** – Does it matter what we believe? Biblical and scientific reasons why we should not compromise God’s word with evolution. (64 minutes)
2. **Astronomy and the Bible** – The heavens declare the glory of God. Examines age of the solar system, origin of stars, evidence used to support the big bang, etc. (72 minutes)
3. **Origin of Life** – Scientific evidence that demands a creator God from probability, Second Law of Thermodynamics, information, and complexity. (63 min)
4. **Fossil Record** – Scientific evidence for the Bible. Do the fossils, mutations, and natural selection support evolution? (60 minutes)
5. **Origin of Humans** – Examines the fossils remains of Neandertals, Lucy and the australopithecines, and other apeman fossils. (68 minutes)
6. **Dating Fossils and Rocks** – Scientific evidence and the age of the earth. How rocks are dated, how C-14 works, scientific evidence for a young earth. (61 minutes)

**ROCKS OF AGES OR ROCK OF CREATION** – by Dr. Larry Vardiman. RATE, a creationist research project, finds exciting evidence that earth’s rocks may only be thousands of years old instead of millions of years old. (38 minutes)

**SIX DAYS ... REALLY? Refuting Compromise from the Scriptures** – by Dr. Jonathan Sarfarti (52 min) See how compromising views render the Bible meaningless to a dying world.

**SIX SHORT DAYS, ONE BIG ADVENTURE** (Ages 7-12, 35 minutes) Buddy and friends reveal the wonders of the six days of Creation showing that the universe of the work of God, and not millions of years of evolution.

**STARLIGHT AND TIME** – by Dr. Russell Humphreys. Learn how light from deep space could arrive at the earth during creation week and why the evidence supports a recent creation of the universe. (22 minutes)

**TEACHING ORIGINS OBJECTIVELY:** Kansas School Hearings Expose the Evolution Controversy. (150 minutes)

**THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NIGHT: Do Black Holes and Dark Matter Exist?** – by Dr. Danny Faulkner Separates physics and good science from evolutionary story telling regarding black holes, dark matter, and dark energy, which in turn illustrate the mysteries of God’s specially created universe. (55 min)

**THOUSANDS...NOT BILLIONS** – Radioisotopic evidence for a young earth. Loaded with detailed animations, illustrations, and photos, this documentary summarizes the findings and the amazing discoveries of the RATE Project. For advanced high school ages and up. (48 minutes) Excellent

**THE UNIQUENESS OF MAN:** by Prof. Stuart Burgess (60 min) - Describes numerous unique design features, each showing that we are not evolved from ape-like creatures, but specially created to perform skillful creative tasks.

**UNLOCKING THE MYSTERY OF LIFE** - Listen to contemporary scientists who are advancing a powerful but controversial idea – the theory of intelligent design. Using state-of-the-art computer animation, this excellent video, transports you into the interior of a living cell to explore systems and machines that bear the unmistakable marks of design. (65 minutes)

**WHAT IS THE BEST EVIDENCE THAT GOD CREATED?** – by Carl Kerby. Colorful, eye-catching presentation of some of the most outstanding evidences of God’s handiwork. (45 minutes)

**WILD, WILD WEATHER:** Genesis Flood & The Ice Age – by Dr Larry Vardiman (60 minutes) Compellingly shows how the Ice Age fits within a biblical time frame, and the Flood’s impact on worldwide weather.

**WONDER OF THE CELL** – by Dr Gerogia Purdom (48 min) Dr. Georgia Purdom uses her intimate knowledge of the inner workings of a cell to provide you a glimpse of its amazing complexity. Detailed computer animations show how the intricate machinery working in a single cell can only be explained as the handiwork of a Master Designer.
THE YOUNG AGE OF THE EARTH – Dr. Robert Gentry
Revolutionary scientific evidence for a model of Earth history in which the Grand Canyon formed quickly, over a short period of time; foundational granites formed rapidly in minutes; coal and oil form rapidly and recently; and more. These clearly show that the earth is actually quite young and gives reasons to rethink one’s beliefs about origins. (77 min.)

THE YOUNG SUN – by Dr. Danny Faulkner, Dr. Ron Samec, and Dr. Jason Lisle. (45 min) Fascinating insights into our amazing sun—the powerhouse of life on Earth. This includes evidence that, like the rest of the universe, the sun cannot be millions/billions of years old.

MOODY SCIENCE PRODUCTIONS:
For over 50 years, Moody Classics have unfolded the miracles of nature’s intricate mysteries, and how the wonders of creation reveal the majesty of God, while illustrating spiritual truth, a person’s deepest need, and personal application.

CITY OF THE BEES
The fabulous insect city constructed by bees boasts air conditioning, police, sanitation squads, nurseries, chemical processing plants, remarkable structural engineers, and a precise language that man has learned to “read”. This video reveals God’s solution to human behavior, showing that man is more than an animal. (28 minutes)

DUST OR DESTINY
Fish lay eggs on dry ground. Birds navigate 1000s of miles without a compass. Bats fly through total darkness without a bump. Marvel at some of the world’s most astonishing natural wonders, and learn how each of them gives testimony to the fact that this planet was not formed from ordinary dust, but a loving and living God. (28 minutes)

EXPERIENCE WITH AN EEL
The electric eel can locate fish with its “radar” and then knock out its prey with a violent electric shock. The study of the electric eel is used to answer questions concerning the relationship between science and the Word of God. (24 min)

FACTS OF FAITH
Would you believe that hot isn’t hot, steel floats, and most solids are not solid? Witness one million volts of electricity blaze through a man’s body, and a series of scientific experiments designed to illustrate powerful spiritual truth, such as what is faith & how to have it. (30 min)

GOD OF THE ATOM
Through the example of the awesome power that is released when matter is transformed into energy, man’s spiritual bankruptcy is addressed & his need for regeneration. (28 min)

GOD OF CREATION
Explore the power and beauty of the universe we live in. You will see the food “factories” that plants use, peer through a telescope into the vast reaches of space, while you ponder the God who put the galaxies in place, the same God who gave His life for you. (28 minutes)

HIDDEN TREASURES (28 minutes)
Discover the hidden treasures in simple snow crystals, a single crowded drop of seawater, flowers to tiny to be seen with the sharpest eye, etc.. But the greatest treasure of all is to meet the Creator of all you behold, and to know Him as your Father.

JOURNEY OF LIFE
The breathtaking cinematography reveals the amazing struggle for survival that has been going on since the fall of man, and will continue until the end of time. This video traces a journey of a variety of seedlings in the struggle to survive storms, floods and fire. It also reveals the most important voyage the world has ever known: the journey of the “living seed,” God’s Word. (40 minutes)

MYSTERY OF THREE CLOCKS
Discovery through the examples of three built-in alarm clocks in the human brain, locust, and chemicals that cannot be controlled by man, how although man can make his own choice, he cannot control the result of that choice. (29 min)

OF BOOKS AND SLOTHS
Nature’s champion sluggard, the sloth, is very misunderstood. As recent as a century ago the sloth was regarded as a “blunder of nature”. Also compares the dependability and accuracy of Scriptures compared to man’s writings which are constantly being revised to correct inaccuracies. (29 min)

PRIOR CLAIM
Solomon said “There is nothing new under the sun.” This illustrates that many of “man’s inventions” already existed in plants and animals, such as the Bolas spider, the Archer fish, water spider, rattlesnake, and birds. God has the prior claim, not only on inventions, but on human lives. (28 minutes)

PROFESSORS AND PROPHETS
Did the Bible prophets speak by divine authority or from imagination? Professor Stoner applies mathematical probabilities to the prophecies about Babylon, Jerusalem, Tyre, and Petra, and uncovers amazing facts about the authorship of the Bible (30 minutes)

RED RIVER OF LIFE
Step inside the most complex factory ever designed as you see what makes your blood your lifeline, carrying its precious cargo of oxygen to every corner of your body, and learn how the shed blood of Jesus Christ is the source of life in the Spirit.

SIGNPOSTS ALOFT (28 minutes)
You will see how man’s can be fooled in flight with experiments that dramatically illustrate the problems pilots face. You will learn why man needs outside guidance from God, just as pilots need to place faith in their instrument panel.
TIME AND ETERNITY (43 minutes)
Explore the mystery of time and discover that eternity is a scientific fact. An infinite God of time, space, and eternity offers to life’s one absolute, the necessity of forgiveness.

ULTIMATE ADVENTURE (28 minutes)
Scorching sun, danger, and injury. Dick Ewing faced it all, and more when he became one of the first men to cross the Sahara Desert on a motorcycle and survive. Confronting a life and death struggle, Dick has a dramatic encounter with God.

VOICE OF THE DEEP
Technology reveals that the “silent deep” is not so silent after all with fish crocking, shrimp clacking, porpoises that moo. Reveals not only a person’s need for new ears, but a new life to fathom the mysteries of the spiritual realm. (28 minutes)

WHERE THE WATER RUNS
Water is an essential natural resource that is vital for life with unique properties that make the difference between a desolate moon and a fertile earth, just as God’s supply of Living Water is the difference between spiritual life and death. (28 minutes)

WINDOWS OF THE SOUL: (28 minutes)
Through many unusual and entertaining experiments you will explore whether you can always trust your five senses, and come to appreciate God’s amazing design of the human body.

VIDEOTAPES:

AGE OF THE EARTH – By Dr. Thomas Barnes
Based on his extensive research of the very large decay rate in the earth’s magnetic field, Dr. Barnes demonstrates compelling evidence for a very young earth. (30 minutes)

ANSWERS IN GENESIS – This series features two of the finest teachers in Creation Science. Ken Ham is founder of Answers in Genesis and one of the most insightful and entertaining speakers. Dr. Gary Parker, a former evolutionist biology professor, communicates in a way that you will readily understand and remember. (40 to 60 minutes each)

1. What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs? (K-6) - Ham
2. Dinosaurs and the Bible – Parker
3. A Walk Through Genesis, Part I – Ham
4. A Walk Through Genesis, Part II – Ham
5. Life Before Birth: the Creator’s Blueprint - Parker
6. Genesis and the Decay of the Nations, Part I – Ham
7. From Evolution to Creation – Parker
8. Facts and Bias: Creation vs. Evolution – Ham
9. Genes and Genesis – Parker
10. Creation Evangelism – Ham
11. Fossils and the Flood – Parker
12. Ape-man: Fact or Fiction? – Parker
13. What’s Wrong With Evolution – Parker
14. The Monkey Trial: Scopes Trial and the Decline of the Church – Ken Ham

A is for ADAM – D is for DINOSAUR – Two programs, one video. Narrated by a delightful Australian girl, this A-Z rhyming video uses colorful cartoon illustrations to teach children the true history of the world. From the Gospel in Genesis to how God created the world and all that is in it, your child will learn profound concepts while being entertained. (21 minutes and 15 minutes respectively)

BACK TO GENESIS – Presentations by Institute for Creation Research staff at Back to Genesis seminars.
1. The Dinosaur Mystery Solved – by Dr. John Morris (53 Minutes)
2. Genesis 1-11: An Overview of the Most-Asked Questions on Genesis Answered – Ken Ham (40 min)
3. Ayers Rock and Other Exciting Evidences for the Flood in Australia – by Peter Sneiling, PhD (108 min)

BASIC CREATION SERIES – by Dr. Henry Morris, founder of the Institute for Creation Research, and Dr. Duane Gish, considered to be the foremost creationist debater. These are significant messages on the foundational truths of creation. (approx. 50 minutes each)

Presentations by Dr. Henry Morris:
3. Dark History of Evolution – Morris: Creation/evolution conflict in ancient times
5. The Age of the Earth – Morris: Scientific and Biblical evidence for a recent creation.

Presentations by Dr. Duane Gish:
8. The Origin of the Universe – Gish: Critique of Big Bang and other theories of cosmic and stellar evolution.
9. The Origin of Life – Gish
11. The Origin of Man – Gish: The so-called “ape-men” and the impossibility of human evolution.

BIBLICAL CREATION – Series by Dr. John Whitcomb, who co-authored the classic book The Genesis Flood with Dr. Henry Morris. He is a widely known and highly reputed Bible scholar. This is an excellent, scripturally-rich series that addresses scientific and theological issues. (60 min. each.)

1. Origin of the Universe
2. Genesis and Evolution, Part 1
3. Genesis and Evolution, Part 2
4. Cavemen and Ape-men
5. The Genesis Flood and Final Judgement
6. The Genesis Flood and Modern Geology
7. Dinosaurs and Man
THE BIBLE: Key to Understanding Science, History and the Future - Produced by Full Gospel Bible Institute, this series presents a fascinating earth history from its beginning. The Bible is used as the key to analyzing and understanding events of the past, present and the future. As you view the many discoveries made in fossils, geology, archeology, astronomy, and many other fields, you will see the Bible is an accurate scientific and historic book. (Approx. 30 min. each)

Unit I – The Early Earth
1. How Did It All Begin?
2. When Did It All Begin?
3. Origin of Life
4. Changes to the Early Earth

Unit II – Ancient Man
1. Ape to Man?
2. Biblical History of Man
3. Amazing Remains of Ancient Man

THE CASE FOR CREATION - Features Dr. D. James Kennedy as he examines that virtually every piece of evidence used by evolutionist in the Scopes Monkey trial has been discarded. Also shares cases of censorship of evidence and persecution of people opposed to evolution. (45 minutes)

THE CHAIR – by Frank Peretti (80 min.) – Don’t be misled by the title. This is a highly captivating, humorous, and down-to-earth presentation on what is nature of truth. In his distinctly done-to-earth manner, he succinctly exposes the false premises of worldviews that proudly proclaim that there is absolutely no absolute truth. With many scientists or science teachers saying that science is no longer the search for truth, this video is very relevant today’s culture.

CREATION IN THE CLASSROOM SERIES
Recorded at a seminar on presenting creation in the public school classroom.
Part I – Scientific evidences for creation - by Dr. Gary Parker (40 minutes)
Part II – A panel of high school science teachers interact with Dr. Parker regarding his presentation. (35 minutes)
Part III – Legal Aspects of Teaching Origins – by Attorney James Smart (20 minutes)

CREATION GEOLOGY – By Charlie Liebert. Contains three complete programs on one videotape.
A) Volcanoes, Evidence for Creation – Research at Mt. St. Helens provides compelling evidence for a young earth and rapid catastrophic events resulting from Noah’s flood.
B) Earth, How Old Are You? – Examines methods used to date the earth showing that most of the evidence points to a young earth.
C) Noah’s Flood – Looks at evidence for a world wide, catastrophic flood that changed the face of the planet.

CREATION SCIENCE – By Charlie Liebert. Contains three complete programs on one videotape.
A) Creation or Evolution: Two Science Models – Examines the viability of creation and the lack of evidence for evolution in the light of current knowledge from fields of science.

B) Dinosaurs: Created by God – When did they live? Why were they so big? Why are they extinct?
C) Implications of Evolution – Discusses implications of believing in creation or evolution and the dramatic impact that choosing one or the other has had on society.

CROSSROADS CREATION SERIES
Excellent series of twelve programs by the Canadian equivalent of THE 700 Club, featuring many top scientists, narrated by David Maines. Filmed on location throughout North America.

Unit I: The Origin of Man (30 minutes each)
A) Dinosaurs and Man – Duane Gish, PhD
B) Fossil Man – Wilbert Rusch, PhD
C) Population of Man – Preston Mercer, PhD
D) Those Missing Links – Wilbert Rusch, PhD

Unit II: Scientific Evidences (30 minutes each)
A) The Beginning of Life – Duane Gish, PhD
B) Grand Canyon and Geologic Column – Gary Parker, PhD
C) Extraterrestrial Life? – Harold Slusher, PhD and P. Oles
D) Origin of Species – Gary Parker, PhD and D. Ranney PhD

Unit III: Social Darwinism (30 minutes each)
A) Darwin’s Legacy – Dr. J. Moore/Malcolm Muggeridge
B) Darwin Without Excuse – Dr. J. Moore/M. Muggeridge
C) Humanism & Evolution – P. Mercer, PhD and Dr. M. DeHann
D) Nature or Nuture – Dr. William Rhodes

D is for DINOSAUR – written by Ken Ham and Molly Ham. Using unique, and humorous animation, Dino, the dinosaur, and Cassie Nelson take you on a colorful, instructive, and entertaining journey through Creation, The Fall, The Flood, The Ice Age, Salvation, and The Coming Judgement. (15 min)

DARWINISM: Science or Philosophy? (120 minutes)
Phillip Johnson lecture followed by question and answers taped before a diverse University of California audience. Examines three ways of thinking about the theory of evolution and concludes that it is important to question the authoritarian assumptions of naturalistic thinking in science.

EVIDENCE AND MEANING OF CREATION AND CHRISTIANITY by Dr. Paul Ackerman (2 – 30 min. parts)

EVIDENCE FOR NOAH’S FLOOD – by John Mackay Clear, provocative lecture to the Assn. of Geological and Earth Sciences at Oxford Univ. followed by questions. (120 min)

THE EVOLUTION CONSPIRACY: A Quantum Leap Into the New Age -This video presents the Creation/Evolution discussion in an appealing format, featuring interviews of some of the most influential experts on both sides, dramatic animation, visuals from space and more. It unmasks some fraudulent cover-ups, wild speculations, and myths which are presented as facts by evolutionists. Evolution is contrasted with scientific facts that support Creation. (48 minutes)
EVOLUTION: FACT OR BELIEF?
Scientists from around the world are interviewed to find out why they do not accept evolution as the explanation for the origin of the universe and man. Includes remarkable new evidence on the recent experiments conducted at Colorado State University showing that rocks cannot be used to date fossils or the earth! (74 minutes) Excellent

EVOLUTION IN TURMOIL – By Dr. Henry Morris
Excellent survey of the many insurmountable problems and debates within the evolutionary fraternity. (30 minutes)

FEARFULLY AND WONDERFULLY MADE – by D. James Kennedy. Sermon on the incredible complexity of God’s creation followed by an interview with Dr. Richard Lunston former Dean of the Graduate School and Professor of Biology of Tulane University. This former atheistic evolutionist describes how the sincere questions of a non-Christian graduate student lead him to realize that what he had been teaching about evolution did not make sense. (59 min)

FIFTY SCIENTIFIC REASONS EVOLUTION IS WRONG – by David Nutting. Former evolutionist college biology professor, surveys a variety of evidence that is contradictory to the prevailing evolutionary dogma, such as missing links, out-of-order fossils and strata, polystrate fossils, Cambrian explosion, and much more. (60 minutes)

FINGERPRINTS OF CREATION – by Dr. Robert Gentry
A revolutionary discovery found in Earth’s foundation rocks. The radioactive halos found in granites indicate that the Earth was formed instantly, thus providing scientific evidence that the Earth was created by God. (34 minutes)

FOCUS ON DARWINISM:
1. Michael J. Denton Interview – author of Evolution: A Theory in Crisis. While he rejects neo-Darwinism based on scientific evidence, he also rejects creationist explanations on the basis that they are non-naturalistic.
2. Phillip E. Johnson Interview – professor of law at University of California at Berkeley and author of Darwin on Trial. Examines the philosophic basis of modern Darwinian theory and the many scientific problems which confront it. (45 minutes)

FOOTSTEPS OF LEVIATHAN – featuring Dr. Andrew Snelling. According to evolutionists, dinosaurs have been extinct 65 million years, but the Bible describes Leviathan, a dinosaur-like creature that lived only thousands of years ago. Do unfossilized dinosaur bones, fossil graveyards, petrified forests, and coal support the evidence for gradual evolution or did Leviathan leave his footprints recently? (27 minutes)

FROM A FROG TO A PRINCE: Biological Evidence for Creation – Dr. Gift and Dr. Batten show that there are clear limits to biological changes within the different kinds of plants and animals, thus making evolution, by the accumulation of lucky mutations, impossible and creation the only reasonable explanation. (28 minutes)

THE GENESIS RECORD – By Dr. Henry Morris (50 min)
Great introduction to a study of Genesis by the author of the book by the same title. Dispels the false ideas about Genesis.

THE GENESIS SOLUTION - By Ken Ham (45 minutes)
One of the all-time classic Creation messages. Ken is an outstanding communicator, who clearly details the importance of the Creation/evolution issue in his own very unique style. He shows how essential Creation is to the foundation of the Christian faith. Professionally produced animation helps to illustrate the vital points regarding the importance of Genesis.

GISH – AWBREY DEBATE - A debate between creationist Dr. Duane Gish and evolutionist Dr. Awbrey.

GISH – DONAHUE DEBATE – Televised debate between creationist Dr. Duane Gish and talk-show host Phil Donahue.

GRAND CANYON: Monument to the Flood - with Dr. Kurt Wise, Dr. Steve Austin, Dr. Van Burbach, Dr. Morris, and Dr. Snelling. This tour of the Grand Canyon is brought to you by five creation scientists. Answers hard questions about the origin and history of the Grand Canyon and how it is best understood in the light of Scripture. (55 min)

THE GREAT DINOSAUR MYSTERY and the BIBLE
This video is filled with solid data refuting one of the cardinal doctrines of evolution: “A living man never saw a dinosaur; a living dinosaur never saw a man.” (20 minutes)

HOW SHOULD WE THEN LIVE? – The Rise and Decline of Western Thought and Culture – by Dr. Francis A. Schaeffer.
This classic was filmed in over 100 locations, written by and featuring one of the 20th century’s most profound Christian thinkers. Dr. Schaeffer concisely traces the history of western intellectual thought from the Greeks to 1975. He then tracks the impact of this thought through writers, artists, musicians, scientists, and theologians “to the man on the street.” This is an outstanding history lesson which focuses on what has influenced man’s thinking and beliefs. (Consists of ten 30-minute sessions.) Caution: Tape 1 & 2 contain nude paintings and sculptures from those eras.

1. The Roman Age/The Middle Ages
2. The Renaissance/The Reformation
3. The Revolutionary Age/The Scientific Age
4. The Age of Non-reason/The Age of Fragmentation
5. The Age of Personal Peace and Affluence/Final Choices

ICONS OF EVOLUTION (51 minutes)
Are students learning the whole truth about evolution? According to a growing number of scientists the answer is no. They say students are being hurt by the failure to present both sides of an emerging scientific debate over Darwin’s theory.

INCREDIBLE CREATURES THAT DEFY EVOLUTION – by Dr. Jobe Martin. Reveals animals with sophisticated and complex designs that can only be attributed to a creator and shake the traditional foundations of evolution. (47 minutes)
IN THE IMAGE OF GOD
Compelling new scientific evidence that man was created in the image of God. Dr. Hartwig-Scherer shows fossil evidence for repopulation of the Earth after a recent global flood. Dr. Lubenow shows that fossils of ape-men are really either true humans or apes. (28 minutes)

1. Has Science Disproved Creation? - Examines evidence of design in the universe, life, fossils. (55 minutes)
2. Time, Life, and Man. - Examines how long it takes for things to form and the implications on the age of things, plus theories about man’s origins. (55 minutes)
3. Creation and Catastrophe – Explores the correlation between geology, astronomy, dinosaurs, cave-men, and ice age with catastrophic Biblical events of the Flood, Tower of Babel, and the days of Peleg. (65 minutes)

MT. ST. HELENS— Explosive Evidence for Catastrophe
Geologist Dr. Steve Austin of the Institute for Creation Research reviews dynamic film footage of Mt. St. Helens before, during, and after its 1980’s eruptions. This multimedia presentation of the explosion examines its significance regarding the biblical flood, fossil & coal formation. (45 min.)

MYSTERIES CONFUCIUS COULDN’T SOLVE
Ethel Nelson documents evidence in the language, characters of the words, and culture that point to the Genesis account of creation.

ORIGINS— How The World Came To Be
This all-time great series features Dr. A. E. Wilder-Smith, holder of four earned Ph.D. degrees. Also, features 14 well-known scientists and evidence filmed at over 100 locations throughout the world. This is one of the best educational series on Creation/Evolution yet. (30 minutes each)
1. The Origin of the Universe
2. The Earth, A Young Planet?
3. The Origin of Life
4. The Origin of Species
5. The Origin of Mankind
6. The Fossil Record
   - Origins Answers Book provides the documentation and scientific references on which the series is based. Makes and excellent reference for term papers. Available for purchase through CSA book store.

ORIGINS— TWO MODELS: Evolution or Creation
Produced by the Institute for Creation Research, this video presents a two model approach to the creation/evolution question. Intended for classroom use, but is very informative for use outside the classroom as well. (40 minutes)

PHARAOHS & KINGS: A BIBLICAL QUEST, Vol. I & II
Based on his research, an archaeologists proposes solutions to reconcile chronological differences between the Bible and current archaeological time scale. (50 minutes each)

QUESTION OF ORIGINS: The Creation-Evolution Controversy – Provides overwhelming evidence that the universe and all life were created, while exposing the blind speculation and evolutionary bias in three of the fields of science: Astronomy, Chemistry, and Biology. (60 minutes)

RAGING WATERS: Evidence of the Flood in Australia
Geologists Dr. Snelling, Dr. Watmuff, Philip Hohnen present evidence for the Flood from the Uluru formation, folded strata, ripple marks, mountain top marine fossils, rapid formation of coal and minerals and opals. (28 minutes)

SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE FOR GOD—by non-Christian, skeptic Fred Heeren. Top space scientists, including Robert Jastrow, are interviewed about how latest discoveries relate to the subject of God. These secular scientists openly speak of the “glaring mystery” behind the “fine-tuning” of the universe for life’s benefit & the necessity of a creation event. (30 min)

THE SEARCH FOR NOAH’S ARK—By John Morris, PhD Has God preserved Noah’s Ark for all these years since the Flood? Dr. Morris journeyed to Mt. Ararat 13 times in search of the Ark. Witness the archaeological discoveries and ponder the “mystery photo”, “unidentified object”, “Ark cave”, “boat-shaped formation”, and other possibilities. (58 minutes)

THE STRANGE CASE OF THE WOODPECKER
Dr. Gary Parker narrates an interesting analogy about one of God’s unusual creatures, the woodpecker, and the impossibility of mutations producing highly functional organs and features. This is just one of many animals that clearly demonstrate the hand of God, not blind chance. (20 minutes)

UNLOCKING THE MYSTERY OF LIFE
Listen to contemporary scientists who are advancing a powerful but controversial idea – the theory of intelligent design. Using state-of-the-art computer animation, this excellent video, transports you into the interior of a living cell to explore systems and machines that bear the unmistakable marks of design. (65 minutes)

THE WORLD THAT PERISHED— (35 minutes)
Noah’s Flood was an awesome event that radically altered the entire Earth. Thrilling discoveries, convincing evidence, special effects and beautiful photography combine to make a lasting impression of the power of God and truth of His Word.

JOHN MACKAY VIDEOS:
You will appreciate Australian John MacKay’s unique style and perspective on evidence, that points us to the Creator and His character, which are contained in each of his videos.

ANSWERS TO BIBLE SKEPTICS— By John MacKay
John MacKay thoroughly refutes the claims of skeptics that purport to disprove the Bible and Creation. (82 minutes)
AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH
An good teaching video tying together the days of Noah with the end times. How fossils point to the end. What was it like in the days of Noah and what does it tell us about the end times? Why 666? By John MacKay (68 minutes)

THE BABY TERMINATORS by John MacKay
Whose choice? Tissue or Human? Leading doctors tell why the have changed their minds about abortion. Hear children speak whose doctors said they should have been aborted. Women who have had abortions tell the price they paid. Learn what abortion really does from an abortionist. Discover how evolution promotes abortion. (26 minutes)

CREATION: THE FINAL PROOF
Give undeniable proofs of Creation plus answers to questions that everyone needs. Helpful for those who doubt that there is a Creator who cares. By John MacKay (60 minutes)

DEBATE: TIME & CHANCE OR PLAN & PURPOSE
A two-hour debate between John MacKay and four evolutionists over what framework is best for teaching science in the classroom. (114 minutes)

DINOSAURS: THE REST OF THE TAIL
A fun filled documentary for all ages about dinosaurs, Creation, the Ark. By John MacKay (28 minutes)

GENESIS UNPLUGGED - by John MacKay
A six part video study for teens and up with study guide filmed at Griffith University. Over 100 questions dealing with basic issues of life derived from Genesis. (Approximately 12 minutes per session)

THE GREAT DEBATE: ACLU vs JOHN MACKAY
Should Creationist and Evolutionist theories both be taught in the public school classrooms? In 1925, the ACLU demanded equal time for teaching evolution. Now they demand that creation be excluded. Learn what you need to know to win the battle for creation in your schools. (41 minutes)

HITYROF OF MAN - By John MacKay
Does man evolve? What is the curse of Ham? What color was Adam? What happened at Babel? Was Noah at the Tower of Babel? How did we get the different races? Is there proof from the Chinese about Genesis? (55 minutes)

JEHOVAH’S PARK: THE MONSTERS GOD MADE
By John MacKay (73 minutes)

THE LORD MADE THEM ALL – by John MacKay
The best of 3 years of TV clips from Creation Research. Suitable for all ages. Each session has a great Biblical application. (28 minutes)

ORIGIN OF THE RACES – by John MacKay (32 minutes)
Filmed around the world, this documents evidence that all races are descended from those who left the Tower of Babel.

THE REAL ROOTS – by John MacKay
Filmed on location worldwide. Heard how man evolved skin color to suit the environment. The facts show otherwise. See the true history of our racial differences. (35 minutes)

SEARCH FOR THE ORIGIN OF LIFE by John MacKay
Excellent 5 part series filmed in a public school classroom with good student participation. (5 – 25 minute videos)

a) Spontaneous Generation 1850AD – 2000AD
b) RNA, DNA, and the Origin of Proteins
c) Origin of Coded Information
d) What Mutations do
e) How to Recognize a Creation

SPECIAL CREATION MOMENTS: By John MacKay
For the young at heart. A series of short clips with many great outdoor segments on the brilliance of God’s creation. Covers the mysteries and miracles of stars, giants, water lillies, roses, fossil men, human brains, peanuts, sea creatures, and boomerangs. Good to get discussions started. Includes Biblical and scientific material. (28 minutes)

THE WORLD OF LIVING FOSSILS – by John Mackay
Outstanding documentary that life did not evolve. Darwin knew and puzzled about living fossils, creatures whose fossils are the same as the living creatures. Travel to different countries to witness fossil evidence that testifies that life has reproduced after its own kind as Genesis states. (40 minutes)

MOODY SCIENCE VIDEOS:

EMPTY CITYS (28 minutes)
Explore the silent citadels left behind by Mayans and Incas. Uncover evidence of remarkable achievements in medicine, mathematics, engineering and astronomy. See how their mysterious decline symbolizes man’s futile efforts to solve life’s problems without God.

FORCES OF GOD’S CREATION
Three videos (45 minutes each)
1. Roaring Waters: Marvel at water’s role in our infinitely complex weather system, and the amazing power of the Master Creator who keeps it all in place.
2. Thundering Earth: Examine the power and majesty of the earth beneath our feet. See the amazing signature of God revealed in the earth around us.
3. Whirling Winds: Discover the powerful wind’s role in our complex weather system – a system so intricate it could have only come from a personal Master Designer.

JOURNEYS TO THE EDGE OF CREATION
Two videos (40 minutes each) **Contain old-age comments.
1. THE MILKY WAY and BEYOND - A sea of 200 billion stars, that is our Milky Way. Travel deep inside to its very core, experiencing its pulsars, quasars, and mysterious black holes as captured by the Hubble space telescope. Marvel at the grand design and order that only a Master Planner could have created with such precision.
2. **OUR SOLAR SYSTEM** - Travel among the planets, fire and ice, canyons and craters, rings, spots, and vapors. See the Creator in every magnificent and awe-inspiring detail.

**SCIENCE ADVENTURE SERIES - I**
Three children’s programs (10 minutes each)

1. **A Matter of Taste** – Compares and contrasts ways a variety of animals obtain food, shows how God has designed each in a special way.
2. **A Mystery Story** – Features a classic sequence showing a caterpillar becoming a butterfly. Children will be delighted with this unique portrayal of God’s intricate design and the way He protects this creature in the various stages of its life.
3. **The Wonder of You** – Shows the human body as an incredible collection of miracles, all functioning together in one integrated living system.

**SCIENCE ADVENTURE SERIES – II**
Three children’s programs (10 minutes each)

1. **JOURNEY TO THE STARS** – Through viewing some of the wonders of God’s universe, children will gain understanding of the vastness of space by taking a simulated trip to the nearest star, and they will gain a new appreciation for the infinite power of God who designed, created, and sustains it all.
2. **THE CLOWN-FACED CARPENTER** – A delightful story showing how the woodpecker, in supplying its own needs, meets the needs of other woodland creatures as well. Emphasizes God’s care.
3. **WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE** – Water is a very unique substance, found in abundance only on Earth. Without it, life as we know it could not exist. As water quenches our thirst, the “living water” offered by Jesus is the only way to quench our spiritual thirst.

**THE WONDERS OF GOD’S CREATION**
Three videos (45 minutes each)

1. **PLANET EARTH: Sanctuary of Life** – In the vast expanse of the solar system, the earth stands alone. Nowhere else but on this small, bluish jewel has God brought together the precise and perfect qualities necessary to sustain life.
2. **ANIMAL KINGDOM: Great Are Thy Works** – God has left His indelible signature on every member of the animal kingdom with which we share this world.
3. **HUMAN LIFE: Crown of Creation** – In the human body, God’s creative power expresses its magnificent dimension.

**FILMSTRIPS ON VIDEO:**

**CREATION PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN**
1. Winged Royalty: Life Cycle of Monarch Butterfly (22min)
2. Animal Architects: The Beavers (28 minutes)
3. I’m Somebody Special (15 minutes)
4. The Dinosaur Puzzle (10 minutes)
5. What is in an Egg? Shows design in the development of embryos. (15 minutes)

**CREATION PROGRAMS FOR TEENS & ADULTS**
1. Design in Nature – Probable or Improbable (25 minutes)
2. In the Beginning God Created – A Biblical and scientific analysis of the six days of Creation. (25 minutes)
3. Dinosaur Hunt – A different look at dinosaurs. (32 min)
4. It’s a Horse of Course – Examines the proposed evidence for the evolution of the horse to reveal that horses have always been horses. (27 minutes)

**MORE CREATION PROGRAMS FOR TEENS/ADULTS**

1. The Miracle of It All – Evidences from biology, geology, chemistry, etc. showing the accuracy of the Bible. Part 1 (22 minutes) & Part II (24 minutes)
2. The Mystery of Early Man – A detailed look at the so-called “Ape-men”. (22 minutes)
3. Rocks Reveal Noah’s Flood (28 minutes)
4. Whose World? – A debate between an evolutionist and a creationist covering many aspects of controversy (23 min)

**FILMSTRIPS:**

**FOSSILS, STRATA, AND EVOLUTION** by John Read
An outstanding presentation documenting several examples of strata reversals in which sedimentary layers are found out of order when compared to the predictions to the hypothetical, evolutionary geologic column, thus refuting one of the pillars of evolution. (26 minutes) - Excellent

**GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS: YOUNG OR OLD?** (28 min)

**SLIDE SETS:**
**SLIDE SETS WITH AUDIO NARRATION**

Creation vs. Evolution: A Comparison of Two Scientific Models – Produced by Institute for Creation Research for use in public schools simulating a dialog between a creationist and an evolutionist. (22 minutes)

What Do the Fossils Say? – Produced by Luther Sunderland, author of Darwin’s Enigma for use in public schools. Documents the abrupt appearance of different kinds of organisms and the absence of the transitional forms required by evolution. (35 minutes)

**SLIDE SETS WITH SCRIPT** (No Audio)
1. Ape-men and Cave-men
2. Dinosaurs and The Flood
3. Evolution or Creation?
   Part I – Origin of Flight
   Part II – Genesis One
   Part III – Origin of Sea Creatures
4. Oddities and Celebrities, or Extinct Creatures and Distinguished Creation Scientists
5. Origin of Insects
6. Time and the Bible or Who Invented Dating?
UNDERSTANDING THE TIMES:

The following videos are the complete curriculum package.

U.T.T. Video Lectures by Summit Ministries:

1. **Understanding the Times Introduction** – David Noebel (24 min)
2. **The Empowered Christian Leader** - Linden (40 min)
3. **Seven Men Who Rule the World** – Dave Breese (40 min)
4. **Introduction to Worldviews** – Noebel (42 min)
5. **Secular Humanism Worldview** – Noebel (42 min)
6. **Cosmic Humanist Worldview** – Noebel (42 min)
7. **No tape**
8. **Science and Origins** – Jay Butler (37 minutes)
9. **The Truth About Communism** – James Bowers
   Part I & II (45 min), Part III & IV (40 min)
10. **Is Communism Really Dead?** – Clark Bowers (42 min)

U.T.T. 1998 Update Lecture Videos:

1. **Humanism in Action Conclusion**
2. **Immorality of Welfare State**
3. **Part I (30 min), Part II (30 min), Part III Messianic**
4. **Theology and Law**
5. **Part II – Popular Environmental Myths (40 min)**
6. **Radical Environmentalism**
7. **Socialism vs. Capitalism**
8. **Biblical Approach to Economics**
9. **Bowers (42 minutes)**
10. **Practical Action**

U.T.T. Documentary Videos:

(*) – Indicates some of the videos that should be previewed before using due to some of the graphic content.

- **AIDS: What You Haven’t Been Told** – (60 min)
- **Allure of Rock Music** – Reel to Real Ministries (52 min)
- **America’s Godly Heritage** – David Barton
- **American Inventors** – narrated by Phyllis Schlafly (45 min)
- **Assignment Life** (Abortion) – (60 min)
- **Case for Creation**
- **Darwinism Defeated** – Dr Phillip E. Johnson (53 minutes)
- **Darwinism Debated** – Dr Phillip E. Johnson and Dr. William B. Provine
  Part 1 – 40 min, Part 2 – 20 min, Part 3 – 44 min
- **Making Abortion Unthinkable** – Scott Klusendorf
  Part 1 – 34 min, Part 2 – 29 min, Part 3 – 31 min
- **Responding to Relativism** – Dr. Francis Beckwith & Gregory Koukl
  Part I (31 min), Part II (26 min), Part III (22 min)
- **Secrets of the World Changers I – VI** – Dr. Jeff Myers
  Part 1: Living Like Royalty (32 minutes)
  Part 2: Seeing the Big Picture (32 minutes)
  Part 3: A Mission from God (27 minutes)
  Part 4: Running to Win the Prize (34 minutes)
  Part 5: Planning for Victory (22 minutes)
  Part 6: Going Over the Edge (27 minutes)
- **Understanding Postmodernism** – Dr. J. P. Moreland
  Part 1 (28 min), Part 2 (26 min)
- **Worldviews: Discernment & Discipleship** – Kevin Bywater
  Part 1: Introduction to Worldview (28 min)
  Part 2: Worldview Witnessing (34 min)
- **Biblical Christian Worldview**
  Part 1 (34 m), Part 2 (30 m)
- **Cosmic Humanist Worldview**
  Part 1 (29 m), Part 2 (35 m)
- **Marxist-Leninist Worldview**
  Part 1 (30 m), Part 2 (35 m)
- **Secular Humanist Worldview**
  Part 1 (30 m), Part 2 (29 m)

U.T.T. 2001 Update Lecture Videos:

- **Part 1: Achieving Your Highest Goals Through Public Speaking** (15 min)
- **Part 2: Conquering Your Fear of Public Speaking** (20 min)
- **Part 3: Organizing Your Talk for Maximum Impact** (31 m)
- **Part 4: Reaching the Heart of Your Audience** (15 min)
- **Part 5: Delivering Your Talk with Confidence** (24 min)
- **Part 6: Nine “Be-Attitudes” of Good Speakers** (21 min)
- **Part 6: Going Over the Edge (27 minutes)**
- **Part 5: Planning for Victory (22 minutes)**
- **Part 4: Running to Win the Prize (34 minutes)**
- **Part 3: A Mission from God (27 minutes)**
- **Part 2: Seeing The Big Picture (32 minutes)**
- **Part 1: Living Like Royalty (32 minutes)**
- **Responding to Relativism** – Dr. Francis Beckwith & Gregory Koukl
  Part I (31 min), Part II (26 min), Part III (22 min)

U.T.T. 1998 Update Lecture Videos:

- **Christian Leadership** – Dr. Robert Linden
  Part I – Attitudes & the Christian Leader (26 minutes)
  Part II – The Empowered Christian Leader (20 minutes)
  Part III – Six Key Actions of a Christian Leader (24 min)
- **A Harmony of Differences: Real Men and Real Women**
  - Elisabeth Elliot (Part I – III, 30 minutes each)
- **Loving God w/ All Your Mind** - Interview w/ Dr. Moreland
  Part I – Diagnosing the Problems (26 minutes)
  Part II – Solving the Problems (26 minutes)
True Fiction: Modern-Day Parables
   Part One – “If You Love Me….” (23 minutes)
   Part Two – “Rock Against Lung Cancer” (10 minutes)
Unveiling the Plague of Teenage Suicide

Wonders of God’s Creation – Moody Science
   Part I – Planet Earth (45 minutes)
   Part II – Animal Kingdom (45 minutes)
   Part III – Human Life (45 minutes)

(*) – Indicates some of the videos that should be previewed before using due to some of the graphic or mature content.

(See U.T.T. Resource Books at the end of the Book Section)
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Churches, Home Schools, Bible Study

Library services are available on a free-will offering basis.

CSA LENDING LIBRARY
8904 Mastin; Overland Park, Ks  66212
(913) 492-6545   email: larry-sherry@juno.com

Website: WWW.CSAMA.ORG

Updated February 15, 2002

HOW TO USE THE CSA CREATION LENDING LIBRARY

Audiovisuals from the Lending Library are available without charge on a free-will offering basis. To order materials write, call, e-mail or come to the lending library. Please send at least $1.50 to cover the postage and handling on each item ordered. Contributions over and above postage costs will be used to enhance the library and other CSA services. Please return all items within 5 days, and PLEASE REWIND VIDEO AND AUDIO TAPES BEFORE RETURNING.

DONATIONS of audio-tapes, slides, etc. and/or books on creation/evolution topics are gladly accepted to enhance our services and resources.

NON-PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPES

1ST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CREATION 1986:

   Age of Earth’s Atmosphere Estimated by Its Helium Content #T-9  - by Larry Vardiman
   Geologic Challenges to Young Earth #T-1 by Glenn Morton
   How Fast do Rocks Form? #T-7  - by Dr. Kurt Wise
   How & When Pangaea Ruptured & Continents Shifted #T-14A  - by Dr. Melvin Cook
   Ice Age within Biblical Timeframe #T-15 - by Michael Oard
   Man’s Creation Traditions #B-27 - by Paul Bartz
   New Unified Theory of Modern Science #T12 - by Dr Lucas
   Non-equilibrium Radiocarbon Substantiated #T-14B Cook
   Radiometric Dating & Biblical Chronology #T-8 – Brown
   Radiometric Dating, An Unconvincing Art #T-11 - by Dr. Russell Arndts and William Overn
   Tight Folds and Clastic Dikes: Rapid Deposition and Deformation #T-4 - by Dr Steve Austin and Dr. John Morris

2ND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CREATION 1990:

   Age of the Earth #B-39   by Ian Taylor
   Age of the Earth: Biblical & Scientific Implications #B-46 by Donald Chittick
   Cavitation Processes During Catastrophic Floods #T-23 by Edmond Holroyd
   Closing Address #N-11 by Dr. Duane Gish
   Critique of the Fundamental Assumptions of Quantum Mechanics #B-42  by Phillip Gaskill
   Discontinuity Systematics: A New Methodology of Biosystematics Relevant to Creation Model #T-48 by Walter Remine
   Ecological Zonation #T-18   by Dr. Kurt Wise
   Evidence for Only One Ice Age #T-21 by Michael Oard
   Evidence for Short & Catastrophic Tertiary Period from Detachment Faults in SW U.S.A. #T-48 by Scott Rugg
   Evidence of a World Wide Flood from a Study of the Dinosaurs #B-29 by Mace Baker
   Evolutionary Worldview and American Law #B-41 by Dr. John Eidsmoe
   Fall of Natural Selection Theory #B-35   by Jerry Bergman
   Functional Proteins: Chaos or Logic? #B-31 by Kaufman
3rd INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CREATION 1994:

Analytical Young-Earth Flow Model #T-1 by Dr. Vardiman
Archaeology and Creation Science #T-2 by Judy Young
Are Fundamental Constants of Physics Really Variable? #T-25 by Dr. Eugene Chaffin
Basic Types of Life #T-3 by Dr. Siegfried Scherer
Bible and Science: Toward a Rational Harmonization #T-4 by John Mark Reynolds, M.S.
Biblical Basis for Creationist Cosmology #T-5 by Russell Humphries, Ph.D.
Biblical-Creation Model and Environmental Difficulties #T-6 by Mark Cadwallader
Biblical Geologic Model #T-7 Tasman Bruce Walker, PhD
Biblical Naturalism: A Time for Paradigm Change #T-8 by Robert Harsh
Biota & Logistics of Noah’s Ark #T-9 John Woodmorappe
Canopy, Moon, Earth’s Tilt and Pre-Flood Ice Age #T-11 by Greg Jorgenson
Catastrophic Fluvial Deposition #T-12 J. Auldaney, B.S.
Catastrophic Plate Tectonics (six scientists)
Catastrophic Plate Tectonics: A Global Flood #T-13 by Kurt Wise et Al
Computer Modeling of Large Scale Tectonics #T-14 by John Baumgardner
Conceptual Transition Model of Atmospheric Global Circulation Following Genesis Flood #T-15 by Vardiman
Creation: The Key to History #T-16 by Ellen Myers
Determination of Speed of Light #T-17 Alan Montgomery
Different Approach to Scientific Knowledge #T-18 by Apostolos Ch. Frangos, B.S.
Discordant Whole-Rock Isochron “Ages” #T-19 Dr. Austin

Distribution of Supernova Remnants #T-20 by Keith Davies
Do Birds of Prey Demonstrate Stability of Species? #T-21 by G. Richard Culp, D.O.
Evolutionary Origin of Life Scenarios: Paradox of Plasma Membrane #T-22 by Drs. R.D. Lumsden & N.D. Francis
Exodus Happened 2450 B.C. #T-23 by G. Aardsma, Ph.D.
Genesis Kinds: A Perspective from Embryology #T-26 by Dr. Sheena Tyler
Giant Meteorite Impact & Rapid Continental Drift #T-27 J. Michael Fischer, B.S.
Gosse & Omphalos: The Bible and Science #T-28 by John M. Reynolds, M.S.
Kidney: A Designed System for Plasma Homeostasis #T-30 by Patricia L. Speck
Knee Design: Implications for Creation vs. Evolution #T-31 by Kevin C. Mcleod, M.D.
Lack of Evidence for Hand Dominance in the NonHuman Primate #T-32 by Suzanne S. Palmer, Ph.D.
Magnetic Monopoles and Grand Unification Theory #T-33 by Jerry Bergman, Ph.D.
Mechanism for Gender Role Stasis #T-34 by C. Diane Powell
Mixing Lines: Use in Creationist Interpretation of Radio Isotope Age Data #T-35 by Robert H. Brown, Ph.D.
Mountain Building and Continental Drift #T-36 by Mats Molen, M.S.
Origin of Atomic Structure #T-38 by Dr. Charles Lucas
Origin and History of the Solar System #T-37 by Wayne Spencer, M.S.
Particle Interaction Analysis of Solar Formation and Stabilization #T-39 by Dr. Edward Boudreaux
Patterns of Ocean Circulation Over Continents During Noah’s Flood #T-40 by Daniel Barnette
PreFlood/Flood Boundary: As Defined in Grand Canyon and East Mojave #T-41 by Drs Steve Austin & Kurt Wise
Preventing Out-of-Wedlock Teenage Pregnancy #T-42 by Dr. Paul Ackerman
Prescience Prophecy: A Pyrrhic Victory #T-43 Terry R. Green, B.S.
Progress Toward a Young-Earth Relativistic Cosmology #T-44 by Dr. Russell Humphreys
Regional Metamorphism within a Creationist Framework #T-45 by Dr. Andrew Snelling
Remote Sensing Search for Extinct Lake Shore Lines (relevant to Grand Canyon) #T-46 by Edmond Holroyd
Runaway Subduction as the Driving Mechanism for the Flood #T-47 by John Baumgardner, Ph.D.
Search for Radiocarbon Coal Flood #T-48 by G. Aardsma, Ph.D.
Sir Frances Bacon & Geological Society of London #T-49 by Ian Taylor
Some Questionable Creationist Axioms Reexamined #T-50 by Dr. Bernard Northrup
Submarine Mass Flow Deposition of PrePleistocene Ice Age Deposits #T-51 by Michael Oard, M.S.
Tectonic Controls on Sedimentation in Rocks from the Jurassic Series #T-52 by David J. Tyler, Ph.D.
Toward an Understanding of Tidal Fluids #T-53 by Drs. M.E. Clark and H.D. Voss
U-Th-Pb: An Example of False Isochrons #T-54 by Dr. Andrew Snelling
Videos of CSA MONTHLY MEETINGS:

Age of the Earth – #176 by Bob Farwell, 1997
Age of the Earth: Uniformitarian Geology – #156 by Tom Willis, 1995
American Indian: A Fresh Look, Part I & II – #239 Lynn Lemons, 2004
Ape-Men: Science or Myth – #169 by Bob Farwell, 1997
Are There Extrasolar Planets? – #204 by Larry Rink, 2000
Bondage to Decay – #154 by Glenn Kailer, 1995
Catastrophic Plate Tectonics – #172 Glenn Kailer, 1997
Creation or Evolution, Part I & II – #218 by John Mckay
Creation Science in Eastern Europe – #153 by Dr. Charles Thaxton, 1995
Dinosaurs: Marvels of Nature – #192 by Bob Farwell, 1999
Early Genesis in Light of Modern Archaeology – #224 by Dr. Cliff Wilson and Dr. Barbara Wilson, 2002
Environmentalism & Christianity – #195 W. Peterson, 1999
Eruption of Mount St. Helens – #166 by Ken Carlson, 1996
European Biological Thought in 1800’s – #181 by Mark Matthew
Evolution versus Creation – #186 by Tom Willis, 1998
Egyptian History and the Bible – #221 Mary Jefferson 2002
Five Biblical Catastrophes and the Geologic Column – #118 by Dr. Bernard Northrup, 1992
Geologic & Fossil Evidence for Genesis Flood – #147 by Bob Farwell, 1994
God's Design and Purpose in Creation – #160 by Glenn Kailer, 1996
God Does Not Believe in Atheists – #225 Glenn Kailer 2003
Heavens Declare the Glory of God (Astronomy) – #194 by Larry Rink, 1999
Highlights of the 2003 International Conference on Creation, Parts I, II, & III – #223 by various speakers
History of the World as Told by God – #190 Larry Rink '98
Horses, Moths and Finches – Evolution or Creation – #200 by Mark Matthews
Ice Age and Biblical Flood – #183 by Larry Rink, 1998
Ice Age, Vikings, and Origin of Mississippi and Missouri Rivers – #120 by Orval Friedrich 1992
Implications of Biblical Creation – #111 Tom Willis, 1992
Is Creation Relevant? – #135 by Glenn Kailer, 1994
Is Creation Science? – #174 by Tom Willis, 1997
Is Evolution Science? – #150 by Cal Myers, Ph.D., 1995
Is God an Evolutionist? – #210 by Tom Willis, 2001
Journey Through the Solar System – #215 G. Kailer, 2001
Life: How Did It Get Here? – #171 Cal Myers, Ph.D., 1997
Mysteries of Ancient Civilizations – #198 Bob Farwell, 1999
National Parks of the West – #151 by Tom Willis, 1995

* Videotapes of the CSA monthly meetings may also be purchased at $13 per videotape, plus $2 shipping per tape.

AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES:

- Borrowing C.D.s and Audio Tapes: Please send $1.00 postage for the first tape, plus $.50 for each additional tape on the same order.
- Purchasing Audio Tapes: The numbered audio tapes may be purchased or borrowed. To purchase, please send $5.00 per tape, plus $1.50 postage, shipping and handling for the first tape and $.50 for each additional tape.

C.D.s
- From Fish to Professor? – John MacKay debates Ian Wright, Head of Biology, Brighton Univ., 2002
- Is Allah the Creator God of Abraham & Moses? – by John MacKay, Did Christians Invent the Trinity?, 2002
- Life is in the Blood – John MacKay, Is Death a Natural Part of Life?, 2002
- Repent and Believe – John MacKay, Communicating the Gospel to a world that only knows Evolution, 2002
- This is the Day – John MacKay, An amazing study of the first day of the week, 2002
Audiotapes

The Evolution of Comprise – Scientist and scholars discuss worldviews and provide scientific and biblical evidence for a young earth, and refute attempts to harmonize the Bible with various aspects of evolution. (Set of 4 cassettes)
1) Materialistic Evolution 2) Punctuated Equilibrium
3) Pantheistic Evolution 4) Theistic Evolution
5) Progressive Creation 6) The Gap Theory
7) Day-age Theory 8) Young Earth Creation

The Gospel in the Stars – by Dr. D. James Kennedy. Explores the harmony of the meaning of the names of the stars, and the stories behind the constellations with the Gospel. (Set of 8 cassette tapes)

COMPLETE CSA CREATION/EVOLUTION SEMINAR
Age of the Earth: Radiometric Dating - #149 G. Kailer 2/95
Ape-Men: Science or Myth? - #169 Bob Farwell, 2/97
Astronomy: Heavens Declare the Glory of God – #194 Larry Rink (2 tapes) 5/99
Dinosaurs: Origin and Destiny - #187 Bob Farwell 9/98
Early Earth: Overview of Scientific and Historical Evidence for Genesis 1-10 – #190 Larry Rink (2 tapes) 12/98
Geologic and Fossil Evidence for Genesis Flood - #185 Bob Farwell, 6/98
Ice Age: How, When, Where? - #183 Larry Rink 4/98
Is Creation Relevant? - #135 Glenn Kailer, 2/94
Is Creation Science? #174 Tom Willis, 7/97
Mount St. Helens: Study in Rapid Geologic Formations and Coal - #182 Ken Carlson 3/98
Origin of Kinds: Myth of Biological Evolution - #170 Tom Willis 3/97
Origin of Life: Myth of Chemical Evolution - #168 Tom Willis 2/97
Origin of the Solar System - #199 Cal Myers, Ph.D., 11/99
Origin of the Universe – #162 Cal Myers, Ph.D., 6/96
What is Science? - #161 Tom Willis, 5/96

MEMORABLE CSA MEETING TAPES
Age of the Earth - #176 Bob Farwell, 9/97
Age of the Earth: Myth of Uniformitarian Geology - #156 Tom Willis, 9/95
Amazing Self-Replicating Machine – #90 Willis (2 tapes) 2/90
American Indian: A Fresh Look - #238 Lynn Lemons, 2004
Australian Evidences for the Flood - #104 Ron Suter, 4/91
Biblical Catastrophes Seen in Geologic Formations - #118 Dr. Bernard Northrup, 6/92
Bible Chronology & Scientific Method – #108 Faulstich, 8/91
Bondage to Decay and Life Applications - #206 Glenn Kailer, 8/2000
Canopy Hypothesis: Flood & Fossils – #56 L. Rink 12/86
Carbon DATING – #84 Prof. Robert Whitelaw (2 tapes) 5/89
Catastrophic Plate Tectonics: A Biblical Model of Geology – #172 Glenn Kailer, 5/97
Cavitation: New Insights in Geologic Formations - #119 Paul MacKinney
Comprehensive Model of Biblical Geology – #155 Kailer 8/95
CPR for Families and Churches – #97 Glenn Kailer, 8/90
Creation vs. Evolution: Front Line of Spiritual Warfare - #107

Glenn Kailer, 9/91
Creation Science in Eastern Europe - #153 C. Thaxton, 6/95
Darwin’s Enigma Skit: “Interview w/ 5 PhDs” #52 10/86
Design, Relevance & Fossils - #74 John MacKay, 6/88
Dinosaurs: The Whole Truth - #193 Tom Willis (2 tapes), 4/99
Early Genesis in Light of Modern Archaeology – #224 by Dr. Cliff Wilson and Dr. Barbara Wilson, 2002
Early Vikings and the Ice Age – #71 Orval Friedrich 5/88
Egyptian History and Bible, 1&2 – #221 Mary Jefferson 2003
Environmentalism & Christianity - #195 Willie Peterson, 6/99
European Biological Thought in 1800’s – #181 Matthews 2/98
Evidence for Design in Nature - #145 Jim Henderson, 10/94
Evolution vs. Creation - #186 Tom Willis (2 tapes) 7/98
Exciting World of Animals – #63 Dave & Mary Jo Nutting Formed to Fly, Origin of Birds – #72 David Menton, PhD 6/88
God Does Not Believe in Atheists - #225 Glenn Kailer 2003
God’s and Purpose in Creation - #160 Glenn Kailer, 4/96
Great Dinosaur Mystery – #59 Roy Holt, 3/87
History of the World as Told by World – #66 T. Willis 1/88
Horses, Moths and Finches: Evolutionary Origin or Creation? - #200 Mark Matthews, 12/99
Ice Age, Vikings, & Origin of Mississippi and Missouri Rivers - #120 Orval Friedrich, 9/92
Impact of Evolution on American Legal System - #78 Dr. John Eidsmoe (2 tapes), 11/88
Impact of Evolution on Social Science and Real People - #73 Paul Ackerman, PhD, 7/88
Impact of Evolution on Western Thought – #86 Ellen Myers (2 tapes), 7/89
Implications of Biblical Creation - #111 Tom Willis, 2/92
Is Evolution Science? - #211 Tom Willis, 2001
Is God an Evolutionist?: Rightly Dividing the Word of Truth - #210 Tom Willis (2 tapes), 2001
Is Velocity of Light Constant? – #88 T. Willis (2 tapes) 9/89
Journey Through the Solar System - #215 Glenn Kailer 2004
Life: How Did It Get Here? - #171 Cal Myers Ph.D., 4/97
Marvels of Nature – #192 Bob Farwell, 1999
Mysteries of Ancient Civilizations – #198 Bob Farwell, 10/99
Mysteries Confucius Couldn’t Solve – #98 Ethel Nelson 9/90
National Science Standards - #196 Tom Willis 7/99
Origin of Caves - #179 Tom Willis 12/97
Origin of Fossils and Rock Formations - #177 T. Willis 10/97
Origin of Kinds: Great Proofs of Evolution – #146 Tom Willis 11/94
Origin of the Universe and Solar System – #117 Cal Myers Ph.D., 5/92
Presuppositionalism in Science – Part I (2 tapes) – #81 Rev. Scott Clark, Willis, Farwell, Frank True 2/89
Presuppositionalism in Science – Part II (2 tapes) #82
Presuppositionalism in Science – Part III (2 tapes) #83
Radiometric Dating: A New Look - #184 Glenn Kailer 5/98
Real Age of the Earth - #214 Glenn Kailer 2001
Relevance of Creation - #173 Bob Farwell, 6/97
Review of 1998 International Conference on Creation #189
Scientific Evidence for Creation - #209
Science and Faith vs. Myth and Magic – #191 G. Kailer, 2/99
Science versus Truth - #207 by Tom Willis, 5/2000
Short Lived Isotopes & Age of Earth – #197 G. Kailer, 9/99
Textbook Evidence for Evolution – #178 Bob Farwell, 11/97
Three Great Claims of Evolution: Science Says No! - #96 Cal
VALUABLE STUDY TAPES FROM OTHER SOURCES

#1001 – Scientific Evidences for Creation & Panel Discussion with Science Teachers – Gary Parker, PhD
#1002 – Creation vs. Evolution – Ken Ham & John Mackay
#1003 – Current Problems in Evolution – Jon Buell
#1006 - Effects of Evolution on Ethics & Philosophy – Peirce
#1007 - Legal Aspects of Teaching Creation – Atty. W. Bird
#1010 - Cause & Cure of Drug Epidemic – E. Wilder-Smith
#1014 – Natural Sciences Know Nothing of Evolution – E. Wilder-Smith, Ph.D.
#1015 – Creation/Evolution: A Layman’s Perspective – Ham
#1016 – Is Man Genetically or Environmentally Controlled – E. Wilder-Smith, Ph.D.
#1017 – Creation-Evolution Debate – Dr. Gish vs. Dr. Miller
#1018 – New Unification of Physics vs. Modern Cosmology - Dr. Thomas Barnes
#1020 – New Concept of Mass: A Rejection of Relativity – Dr. Thomas Barnes
#1021 – Fossil Discoveries Since 1958 – Marvin Lubenow
#1022 – Exploring the Stars – Barry Setterfield
#1023 – Creation Evangelism – Ken Ham
#1024 – The Velocity of Light and The Age of the Universe – Barry Setterfield (2 tapes)
#1025 – Case for Creation Science – Wendall Byrd, Attorney
#1026 – The Fossil Record Supports Creation – Jon Buell
#1027 – Evolution of Definition of Science – Dr. R. Arndts
#1028 – In Search of a Mechanism for Evolution – A. Tyson
#1030 – Laws of Probability and Spontaneous Generation of Life – Jon Buell
#1031 – Impact of Evolution on the American Legal System - John Eidsmoe
#1032 – Scientific Evidences on Origins – Luther Sunderland
#1035 – Radiohalos & Age of Earth – Dr. R. Gentry (2 tapes)
#1036 – The Physical Universe – Absolutely Real or Metaphysically Relative – Thomas Barnes, PhD
#1039 – Do Similar Protein Structures Support Evolution – Harold Van Kley
#1040 – Evidence for Human Evolution? – D. Menton, PhD
#1041 – A Young Earth – William Overn
#1042 – Evolution vs. the Facts of Science – Henry Morris
#1043 – Dinosaurs, Those Terrible Lizards – Duane Gish
#1044 – Evolution, Fossils and the Flood – Henry Morris
#1045 & 1046 – Men, Monkeys, & Missing Links – Duane Gish (two tapes)
#1047 – The Young Earth – Henry Morris, PhD

Back to Genesis Seminar (12 tapes) – various speakers
1. Children’s Session:  A) The Ark of Noah and B) The Great Dinosaur Mystery Solved
2. Creation, Evolution and Fossil Record – Duane Gish
3. Creation and the Modern Christian – Henry Morris

BOOKS:

After Its Kinds – 202pgs Byron Nelson
Ape-Men: Fact or Fallacy – 257pgs M. Bowden
Answers Book – 138pgs Ken Ham, A. Sneiling, C. Wieland
Bible Chronology and Scientific Method – 202pgs Faulstich
Bible Has the Answer – 390pgs Henry Morris/Martin Clark
Biblical Flood and the Ice Epoch – 336pgs Donald Patton
(non-creationist)
Biological Diversity: Christian Perspective – 98pgs Parker
Biology, Zoology, and Genetics – 134pgs Dr. A. Thompson
Catastrophes in Earth History – 318pgs Dr. Steve Austin
Child Abuse in the Classroom – 445pgs Phyllis Schlaflly
Collapse of Evolution – 172pgs Scott Huse
Creation and the Modern Christian – 298pgs Henry Morris
Creation: The Facts of Life – 162pgs Dr. Gary Parker
Creation-Evolution Controversy – 455pgs R. L. Wysong
Creation vs. Evolution Handbook – 114pgs Thomas Heinze
Creation Explanation: Scientific Alternative to Evolution – 255pgs Dr. Robert Kofahl/Kelly Seagraves
Creator in the Courtroom “Scopes II” – 242pgs N. Geisler
Criterion: Religious Discrimination in America – 80pgs Dr. Jerry Bergman
Darwin’s Enigma: Fossils and Other Problems – 177pgs Luther Sunderland
Decade of Shock: 1980’s – 208pgs Cliff Wilson & J. Weldon
Deluge Story in Stone – 190pgs Byron Nelson
Early Vikings & the Ice Age – 52pgs Rev. Orval Friedrich
Emperors Who Had No Clothes – 234pgs by Milt Marcy
Evolution: Its Collapse in View? – 175pgs Henry Hiebert
Evolution in Turmoil – 198pgs Dr. Henry Morris
Evolution: The Fossils Say No! – 196pgs Dr. Duane Gish
Evolution: The Lie – 168pgs Ken Ham
The Flood in Light of Bible, Geology, & Archaeology – 374pgs Alfred Rehwinkel
Fossils in Focus – 95pgs J. Kerby Anderson and Harold Coffin
Fossils, Flood, and Fire – 239pgs Harold Clark
Fossils: Key to the Present (Evolution vs. Creation) – 81pgs Dr. Richard Bliss, Dr. Gary Parker, Dr. Duane Gish
Fossil Record: Christian Perspective – 102pgs Dr. G. Parker
From Fish to Fish: Dramatic Story A Decade of Debates by Morris and Gish – 293pgs Marvin Lubenow
From My Self to My Savior – 135pgs Ellen Myers
Genesis Flood – 514pgs Dr. Henry Morris/Dr. J. Whitcomb
Genesis and Science – 51pgs Walter Lang
God and Astronomers – 173pgs R. Jastrow (non-creationist)
Grand Canyon: Monument to Catastrophe – 284pgs
Handy Dandy Evolution Refuter – pgs159 Dr. R. Kofahl
Has God Spoken? – 118pgs A.O. Schnabel
He Who Thinks Has to Believe – 91pgs Dr. Wilder-Smith
History, Harmony and Hebrew Kings – 303pgs E. Faulstich
Humanist Manifesto I & II – 31pgs
Ice Age Caused by Genesis Flood – 243pgs Michael Oard
In the Beginning: Compelling Evidences for Creation and the Flood – 230pgs Dr. Walt Brown
In Search of Noah’s Ark – 217pgs D. Balsiger and C. Sellier
In the Minds of Men: Darwin and the New World Order – 498pgs Ian Taylor
It’s a Young World After All – pgs 131 Dr. Paul Ackerman
Job and Science – 87pgs Walter Lang

Men of Science/Men of God – 126pgs Dr. Henry Morris
Mount Ararat: The Painful Mountain – 147pgs D. Shackey
Mysteries Confucius Couldn’t Solve – 182pgs Ethel Nelson
Mysteries of Life’s Origin: Reassessing Current Theories – 228pgs Dr. Charles Thaxton, Walter Bradley, Roger Olsen
Myths and Miracles: A New Approach to Genesis 1-11 – 119pgs David Watson
Natural Sciences Know Nothing of Evolution – 166pgs Dr. A.E. Wilder-Smith
Neck of the Giraffe – 258pgs F. Hitching (non-creationist)
Origin of Life (Evolution vs. Creation) – 49pgs Bliss/Parker
Prominent British Scientists Abandon Evolution – 8pgs Luther Sunderland
Origins Answer Book – Films for Christ
Quasars, Redshifts, and Controversies – pgs198 Halton Arp
Radiometric Dating: Isochrons and the Mixing Model – 33pgs Russell Arndts and William Oavern
Science and Biblical Faith: A Science Documentary – 191pgs Dr. Thomas Barnes
Science at the Crossroads: Observation or Speculation – 186pgs 1983 National Creation Conference
Scientific Case for Creation – 87pgs Dr. Henry Morris
Scopes II: The Great Debate – 193pgs Bill Keith
Soul of Science: Christian Faith and Natural Philosophy – 298pgs Nancy Pearcey and Dr. Charles Thaxton
Theistic Evolution – 236pgs Dr. Bert Thompson
They Shall Not Be Ashamed – 300pgs Ellen Myers
Thousands…Not Billions – 190 pgz Dr Don DeYoung
Troubled Waters of Evolution – 217pgs Dr. Henry Morris
Twenty-one Scientists Who Believe in Creation – 32pgs
Two Decades of Creationism – 100pgs Walter Lang
Understanding Secular Religions – 140pgs Josh McDowell
Variation and Fixity in Nature – 149pgs Dr. Frank Marsh
Waters Above: Earth’s Pre-Flood Vapor Canopy – 479pgs Joseph Dillows
What is Creation Science? – 306pgs Dr. Morris/Dr.. Parker
Why Not Creation? – 388pgs edited by Walter Lammerts
Why Scientists Accept Evolution – 113pgs R. Clark/J. Bales
World That Perished – 155pgs Dr. John Whitcomb
Young Earth – 141pgs Dr. John Morris

UNDERSTANDING THE TIMES RESOURCES:
• Children at Risk – 291pgs Dr. J. Dobson & Gary Bauer
• None Dare Call It Treason – 625pgs John Stormer
• Second American Revolution – 253pgs John Whitehead
• 7 Men Who Rule World from Grave – 235pgs D Breeze
• Understanding the Times Textbook – 891pgs D. Noebel
• Understanding the Times Teachers Manual
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